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1. Introduction
1.2 Purpose of the document
This document presents a part of the work conducted in task 3 of work package 3 of the SmILES project.
Included is a survey of data synthesis methods which partners currently apply and foresee the need for in
the context of SmILES. The outcome of this survey informs an overview of current use of data synthesis
for the identified fields, scales and intended use of data tasks.
One of the main goals of the SmILES project is to combine the modelling and simulation expertise of five
research partners - AIT, DTU, EDF, KIT and VITO. Achieving this is not straightforward: Each partner has a
different research focus, simulation approach, choice of toolchain etc. Furthermore, each of the partners
introduces a different system configuration, each with a particular set of possibilities and limitations. Use
cases representing the individual partners’ research interests have been shown to overlap but to differ
considerably in details such as the modelling depth, temporal and geographical scale etc.
The main instrument for achieving this goal will be so-called cross-simulation, i.e. the replication of one
partner’s system configuration/use case combination in another partner’s simulation tool in order to
provide complementary results. Due to the large differences in simulation approaches and tools, the
direct exchange of simulation code - i.e. implemented simulation models - is not considered to be feasible.
Instead, the source simulation setup and many of the underlying assumptions must be documented in
sufficient detail to allow a complete reconstruction in the target environment.
A portion of this documentation relates to data generated for use in the context of a partner’s particular
use case and simulation setup. In order to ensure that this data can be successfully transferred, not only
should the data itself be described and transferred, but also the methods used to generate it. This
deliverable seeks to establish a format for describing such a method, with a primary focus on extracting
the salient information for the receiver beyond that of the raw data, in particular the intent behind the
choice of generation method.
Given the number of fields which undergo some form of data treatment within the SmiLES consortium,
the intent of this deliverable is not to provide an exhaustive list of data synthesis tasks and best practices
therefore. Rather, it is to provide an overview of the assays performed in anticipation of the main crosssimulation activity. This will lower the barrier for potential users of the data (internal and external) to take
informed decisions on whether the data is applicable to their use case and simulation setup.
Identifying a reliable method for cross-simulation between partners will be a large step towards meeting
another main goal of the project: Dissemination of reference simulation models to a wider research
audience outside of the consortium. This can be seen as another cross-simulation exercise, with the added
difficulty of much less support being available to the implementer in the target environment, especially
after the end of the SmILES project. This further raises the bar for the quality of the documentation.
Work package 3 is central to this documentation effort. It focuses on two main aspects: Input data and
control functions. Input data describes exogenous influences on the simulated system by the environment
it is embedded into. The work in this deliverable seeks to provide a background for the input data which
partners deliver.

1.2 Scope of the document
The work description of task 3.3 of the SmILES project defines the following subtasks:
Specify a common data format for the representation of the time series. An existing data format
should be used and tested for the use in the different modelling environments.
3
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Define procedures for closing availability gaps, including template implementations of the
procedures using the common data format. The procedures will explicitly specify checks for error
detection (e.g., natural limits, user-defined thresholds, conservation of energy at nodes) and
completeness of data. Standardised error correction methods will be specified if applicable.
Synthesise the required data for all use cases according to the above procedure, establish data
integrity and make final cross checks between the partners. Package the data and make it
available to the consortium.
Make necessary adjustments to the data to reflect changing requirements as the simulation work
progresses in WP5.
This deliverable addresses the second subtask, in that it seeks to uncover availability gaps, and define
procedures for closing these gaps. The actual data will be generated for deliverable D3.6 and will be
continuously updated until the final version is released as part of deliverable D3.7.

1.3 Structure of the document
The main part of the document begins with a discussion of data synthesis and its role in transferring
simulations between different tools (section 2).
Section 3 describes the survey process identifying partners’ data synthesis needs, beginning with a
discussion of the outcomes required in subsection 3.1. The survey process was conducted in several steps.
Subsection 3.2 summarizes an initial round-table discussion on these needs. Subsection 3.3 describes the
pre-survey template used to align partner understanding of the task. Subsection 3.4 discusses the
outcomes of this pre-survey, and outlines the lessons learned for the main survey. Finally, subsection 3.5
summarizes the outcomes of the main survey.
Section 4 comprises the main output of the deliverable: For each field, scale and type of data synthesis
task found in the main survey, partner processes for data synthesis and error correction are outlined. This
section is divided into several subsections, each covering a category of input data.
The document concludes with an appendix containing full documentation of all surveys with partner
inputs.

1.4 Terminology
The following term definitions have been agreed upon within the SmILES project and are being used
throughout the document.
Use cases (UC) are the descriptions of applications that define the important actors, systems and
technologies, and their requirements that are part of these applications. Use cases tell the story of how
someone or something interacts with a system to achieve a goal. A good use case will describe the
interactions that lead to either achieving or abandoning the goal. A use case may describe multiple
possible interaction paths. In the context of this deliverable, use cases exclusively refer to uses of an
energy system, as opposed to e.g. the use of a simulation tool in order to describe said energy system.
A system configuration (SC) is a detailed, technical description of an energy system (a list of energy
domains, system components and their interrelations such as connectivity and hierarchy) and the
inherent properties of the components. i.e. component attributes and constraints. The system
configuration is the "static" part of a system description in the sense that, while dynamic attributes such
as transient parameters may be included in it, it does not contain information about the use of the system.
4
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The description of multi-energy system configurations includes - but is not limited to - specific building
typologies, local energy resources available, electric and thermal networks, and embedded control layers.
A test case (TC) provides a set of conditions under which a test can determine whether or how well a
system, component or one of its aspects is performing given its expected function. Test cases do not
specify implementation details such as the configuration of the system under test; neither do they refer
to a particular simulation setup.
Input data is a detailed description of inputs required in the context of a particular UC or TC. The input
data describes the exogenous variables or parameters which inform the specific behaviour of the
simulated system or its components. Input data may be both static, e.g. by specifying operating modes
for a component, or dynamic, such as time series data.
Data synthesis method is any algorithmic or algebraic means of generating input data for use in the
context of a UC or TC. A data synthesis method may be applied when input data is lacking at the resolution
and extent required by the TC, and may be based either on first principles or alternate data sources.
Most of the above definitions are inspired by, and closely aligned with, similar terminology used in the
ERIGrid project as documented in [2]. The main motivation for this alignment was the recognition of the
benefits of a modular approach to simulation, where the static system data (SC), dynamic system
behaviour (UC) and simulation objectives (TC) could be disentangled, defined separately and combined at
will. This would e.g. allow partners or external users to simulate the application of a previously simulated
function to a different power system.

1.5 Relation to other work within SmILES
This deliverable was produced in the context of Task 3.3, which depends on several other tasks in the
project, while providing input for other tasks. The most important relations are:
The set of input data relevant for a particular simulation depends on the use case which the
simulation implements. Task 3.3 builds upon the use case definitions performed during task 3.1,
in particular, relating the synthesis of input data relates to this use case.
Within work package 3, this deliverable establishes the foundation for deliverables 3.6 and 3.7.
Data synthesis methods allows for cross-simulation activities to obtain data at the resolution and
extent required. The process of actually generating data will take place in the activities associated
with these deliverables.
Input data synthesis is a necessary input to the main simulation effort in work package 5,
especially where system dimensionality differs between partners. It it thus foreseen that the work
in this work package will refer back to the information in the present deliverable to harmonize
inputs between cross-simulation partners.
Finally, synthesized input data will eventually be published on the shared information platform
implemented in work package 6.
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2. The role of data synthesis in simulation transfer
A primary aim of the SmiLES project is to enable partners to simulate each other’s energy systems. In
practice, this will be achieved through cross-simulation, where one (receiving) partner simulates the
system of another (sending) partner. To achieve this, among other tasks, a detailed description of the
simulation must be produced. Such a description typically consists of a description of static system
components, how these components are connected, and the inputs which are fed into the system during
simulation. The description necessary for these components depends on the intended objective of the
simulation, i.e. the use case of the simulation.

2.1 Definition of input data
In the context of SmILES, any data which is taken as input for a use case or test case, and whose impact
on the system is exogenous, i.e. independent of system state, is summarized under the term input data.
When executing an experiment, its testing criteria are necessarily based on the endogenous response of
the system to exogenous input data. Thus, to replicate a test from one partner’s simulation setup in
another partner’s setup, the source test case must be described in sufficient detail to allow an equivalent
representation in the target environment. This description must cover the static configuration data of the
simulated system, the intrinsic and extrinsic behaviour of all systems and subsystems down to the
necessary modelling depth, the desired function of the entire system and exogenous input data which
defines the test.
For a detailed description of the role of input data and associated discussion within the context of the
SmiLES project, see Deliverable D3.3 of the project.

2.2 Definition of data synthesis method
Input data may not always be available for each use case. For instance, the necessary input data may not
be measured directly, the data available may have insufficient resolution to resolve relevant aspects of
the use case, or it may be necessary to obfuscate the data to avoid issues with, e.g., personally identifiable
information. Any method which is used to generate or reconstruct input data in such cases is termed a
data synthesis method. Since many data synthesis methods may be applied to generate data for the same
use case, obtaining a list of such methods is a benefit for receiving partners to understand the input data
provided.

2.3 Benefits for cross-simulation
In addition, for cross-simulation, differences in simulation setups may entail the need for input data to be
transformed to account for these differences. For simulations where the sending partner’s input data is
already synthesized in some way, it may be critical for the use of this data to understand the assumptions
made in its construction. If, e.g., the electrical consumption of two houses is constructed by up-scaling a
single signal, the resulting signal would not be well-suited for examining the differences in consumption
between these two houses. That is, the properties of the real-world signals which is sought approximated
in the data synthesis procedure informs the potential for use of that data.
Further challenges crop up when dealing with simulations at different spatial scales or time scales. While
reducing the resolution of a signal is reasonably simple through aggregation and averaging, increasing a
signal’s resolution may require altering parts of its generation, i.e. bringing in additional input signals, or
completely altering the synthesis method. By having even a cursory overview of how the input data is
constructed, avenues for adapting signals can present themselves, easing the task of simulation transfer.
Thus, documenting data synthesis procedures fulfills several key requirements for cross-simulation: It
enables sending partners to clearly communicate the fidelity of their input signals; it enables receiving
6
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partners to assess whether these signals are applicable to their use case and simulation setup; and it
suggests methods and means to re-generate or adapt these signals as needed.
Table 1 provides an overview of how the documentation requirements for cross simulation map to system
configurations, model descriptions, use cases, control functions and input data.

Documentation
in...
System
configuration
Model
description
Use case

Type of information

Examples

Static system data

Control
function
Input data

Extrinsic dynamic behaviour of
individual system parts
Exogenous influence on the
system and its components

Line impedances, electrical
topology, nameplate data
Hydraulic equations, electrical load
flow, energy balancing equations
Peak shaving, consumption
reduction, optimal storage
operation
Solar MPP tracker, constant flow
pump, energy market
Weather data, EV driving patterns,
energy prices

Intrinsic dynamic behaviour of
the system and its components
Desired dynamic behaviour of
the entire system

Table 1: Documentation requirements for cross-simulation
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Described
where
D2.2, D2.3,
D2.4
D4.1
(partly)
D3.1, D3.7

D3.2, D3.5,
D3.7
D3.3, D3.4,
D3.6, D3.7
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3. Survey of data synthesis needs
When exchanging simulation methods both internally, in connection with the cross-simulation exercise,
and externally, through the data platform, it is necessary to document the data exchanged to a level such
that it can be re-used by the receiving party. When some of the input data involved is synthesized, the
documentation task extends further than just a description of the input data, but must also encompass
the method used to generate this data. The documentation for each data synthesis method and outcome
should be sufficient to allow receiving parties to assess the applicability of synthesized input data to their
use case and simulation setup. As a first step to providing this documentation, it is necessary for the
sending party to indicate which data series have undergone some method of data synthesis. For this
purpose, a survey form which extracts salient information about each data synthesis task is needed. The
process of preparing such a form and the outcomes of its use within the SmiLES project is presented in
this section.
To harmonize partner understanding of the documentation need, the process of obtaining partner inputs
was split into several stages, eventually leading to a final survey where each partner lists data synthesis
tasks relevant for the work to be conducted within the SmiLES project. The process was as follows: First,
each partner was asked to outline a single data synthesis task during the course of a physical meeting
(subsection 3.2). From the answers provided in this initial round-table, a pre-survey was prepared to
address partner questions and gather more detailed information on a single synthesis task (subsection
3.3). The primary focus for this pre-survey was to harmonize partner understanding of the task and to
assess the applicability of the survey template. Finally, the main survey was conducted (Subsection 3.4)
to gather partner synthesis outlines, which inform the need to describe different methods. These methods
are described in Section 4.

3.1 Survey context and background
As the purpose of this deliverable is to define a method for documenting data synthesis needs, it is
relevant to first discuss what distinguishes one method from another. Data synthesis methods may be
defined according to three criteria:
1. Their purpose.
2. The field under synthesis.
3. The method of synthesis.
The purpose defines the goals for the data synthesis procedure; it gives the context in which the
procedure should be evaluated, and briefly describes the purpose for which the data synthesis task was
undertaken. Specific examples of purposes for data synthesis procedures include
● Synthesize: Generate output based on certain inputs or first
principles
● Obfuscate: Anonymize inputs to conform with NDAs or regulations on personally identifiable
data
● Disaggregate: Split aggregated signal into component parts
● Interpolate: Take signals at low spatio-temporal resolution and output a higher-resolution version
of the signal
Depending on the purpose of the method, varying methods may be applicable.
The purpose is further defined by the use case and system configuration, which together define the
necessary spatial and time scales of the signal. Typically, a given use case comes with minimal time- and
8
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space resolutions, which are required to resolve the operational time scale of interest, and minimal timeand space extents, which may be required when examining, e.g., seasonal storage operation. For instance,
the use case informs whether the signal should be defined with hourly time steps, as may be typical for
market-based examinations, or per-second time steps, which is useful when trying to examine system
operation.
Finally, the purpose of the method further defines the features which should be preserved by the data
synthesis method. If a method seeks to, e.g., examine the daily operation of a storage which balances the
day-night cycle of a photovoltaic power installation, capturing the difference between the energy
produced around noon and the energy produced at night is crucial to the use case. In general, one may
define four features which a data synthesis method can seek to preserve:
● Power (Uncoupled in time)
● Energy (Longer-term energy balance)
● Ramp (Changes from timestep to timestep)
● Flows (Spatial inhomogeneity)
Each of these properties is to be understood in a statistical sense, i.e., as preserving the distribution of
each quantity.
The field under synthesis defines the output of the data synthesis method, to be used as input for
simulation. The characteristics for defining a field are described as if the output is put into a data package.
A method for documenting input data is already defined within the project and described in Deliverable
D3.3, from which a full dataset description can be constructed. For the purposes of this deliverable, it is
sufficient to report the name of the fields to be generated and indicate their units of measurement. These
restrictions serve to better allow the receiver to see how the synthetic data fits into the simulation by
reducing description complexity.
Finally, the method of synthesis describes the inputs used in data synthesis, and the methods applied to
transform these synthesis input data into the synthesis output. These methods may take forms ranging
from arguments from first principles to output generated by a different simulation model. While a
detailed mathematical description of the methods applied would ease replicability of the synthesis
method, a brief, freeform description better serves the goal of helping receivers assess the applicability
of synthesized data for their setup. Such descriptions are the topic of Section 4.
The purpose of this deliverable is to bring together these disparate demands into a form that allows
representing them concisely and uniformly. Uniform reporting requires bringing out first those features
which can be found across every method, and leaving the disparity between methods for data synthesis
outside the scope. Hence, the survey process described here will focus primarily on the purpose of the
synthesis, with enough field information to provide the necessary context.

3.2 In-person meeting outcomes
In the course of the SmiLES technical workshop in Vienna (27-28/11/2017), partners were asked to give
a single data synthesis task which they are currently undertaking. The results of these questions are
presented in Table 1. As a result of filling in this table, several points were raised which serve to inform
future surveys.
9
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Table 1: Result of in-person survey.

As one example, the field dubbed “Minimal Timespan” was added upon partner request, to indicate not
just the resolution of the data, but also the extent of time the method would generate data for.
From several partners, it was indicated that there are fields needed in the cross-simulation exercise for
which the partner may not have an established toolchain. To address this concern, a field was added to
the survey which allows partners to indicate whether they have an established toolchain, or seek
inspiration to develop one.
One topic of discussion was the use of the term “spatial” to indicate both the extent and resolution of the
data. While this interpretation is common when working with geographically gridded data, e.g.
meteorological model runs, it was pointed out that most data fields within the SmiLES consortium relate
to individual units rather than gridded data. As such, “spatial” was taken to cover both cases: When
geographically gridded data is used, the typical spatial resolution and extent is indicated here. On the
other hand, when dealing with data from single units, the spatial resolution indicates the type of unit for
which data is needed, e.g. a wind turbine or a wind farm, while the spatial extent indicates the total
number of units for which data is generated, e.g. all buildings in the district.
As a further outcome of this discussion, it became clear that there was a need to ensure precise
understanding of the terms describing features preserved by the method. These terms, “Ramp”, “Power”,
“Energy” and “Flows”, are used differently depending on the context; their use here is to indicate
preservation in a statistical sense. E.g., to preserve “Flows” in systems with different wind-power
production units means to preserve the statistics of the differences between production sites, not just the
statistics of each single individual turbine. As a result of this need for clarification, a simple example is
added to the preliminary survey to indicate the meaning of each term, and to show how the necessary
statistics change with the intended use case.

3.3 Preliminary survey
In preparation of the main survey, and in keeping with the lessons learned from the in-person workshop,
partners were asked to fill in a template to describe one data synthesis process they undertake. To frame
and introduce this template, a document with examples of data synthesis descriptions was included. This
document and the associated template is attached as Appendix A.1.

10
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Note that system configuration descriptions given here are intended only to frame the data synthesis
task. Full descriptions of partner system configurations are given in deliverable D2.3.

3.3.1 Results
The primary goal of this initial survey was to test whether the template formulated after the in-person
meeting adequately captures the information required when reporting data synthesis method outcomes.
Thus, the discussion here will focus on whether the description form was filled in consistently between
partners, and indicate how discrepancies were addressed. The results of the survey are given in Appendix
A.2, with the main findings as follows:
First, several partners provide multiple synthesis tasks in a single form, while the intent was for each
partner to describe only a single synthesis task. Thus, when sending out subsequent surveys, it was
specified that only a single output field should be described in each form. Following on from this, it was
pointed out that there should be a correspondence between the field which is synthesized and the unit
for which this field is synthesized.
Second, some tasks indicated the need for multiple time resolutions in their tasks, and list only a single
time resolution under features to be preserved. Here, it was specified that “time resolution” is the time
resolution of the synthesis output signal, e.g. one measurement every hour. Considerations on which time
scales are to be preserved in the synthesis output are instead listed under “features to be preserved”.
Third, it was pointed out that a requirement of the deliverable is to represent the evaluation metrics on
which the data synthesis outcome is evaluated, yet no field is given to represent this value. For the main
survey, a field was added to document evaluation metrics.
Outside these details, partners indicated that they were happy with this version of the template.

3.4 Main survey
With the lessons learned from the pre-survey, a final data synthesis form was produced and distributed
to the partners. This form is included as Appendix A.3. The definition of this form represents a main
outcome of the deliverable, as it allows partners a structured method for representing their data synthesis
task which, combined with the paragraphs described in Section 4 serve the goal of the deliverable to
describe data synthesis methods.

3.4.1 Results
Results from the full survey are given in Appendix A.4. An overview of tasks is listed in Table 2.

11
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Table 2: Overview of main survey outcome

Following discussion on these results, partners gave corrections to the fields collected. Specifically, KIT
indicated that the field “Battery SoC” is not strictly speaking a data synthesis task, but an outcome of their
simulation procedure, and thus should not be included in the data synthesis list.
As an immediate observation, several fields, notably heat demand, electricity demand and photovoltaic
production, are synthesized by multiple partners. This indicates that such data is not generally available
at the resolutions required, demonstrating the need for distributing the data packages envisioned as an
outcome of the SmiLES project.
The survey outcomes described here serve as technical descriptions of data synthesis outcomes. To
achieve the deliverable’s goal of describing the methods used, there is a further need to describe the
methods by which these input time series came to be. A description of these methods is undertaken in
Section 4 below.

12
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4. Overview of methods for data synthesis
The survey process outlined in previous sections provides a well-defined set of data synthesis tasks which
are undertaken by project partners, describing the output and intended use of such data. This sections
Due to the disparity between scales at and methods by which partners synthesize data, building a
template for reporting this was found to be unlikely to capture relevant information. Instead, partners
were asked to outline their synthesis procedure in a freeform paragraph outlining the synthesis inputs
used and the method by which these are converted into the required model input data. These paragraphs
are provided below, divided by field and partner. Each subsection is divided by partner, with partners
arranged, roughly, from highest to lowest level of aggregation.
The descriptions given below assist in the stated goal of the deliverable in four ways. First, by describing
the synthesis methods. Second, by showing how partners close availability gaps. Third, in supporting the
exchange between project partners by outlining the input data one can expect in this exchange. Fourth,
dissemination to end users through the insights offered by giving outlines of methods used to construct
some of the data to be made available on the shared data platform.
Though the intention in the proposal was to also provide error correction procedures for data synthesis,
the results of the survey indicate, that this is generally not a major concern for partners. Major
contributing factors here are:
● That synthetic input data is typically used when data fields are missing, making a direct evaluation
of data errors impossible;
● That synthetic input data is derived from a simulation of the physical system in question, with the
burden of error correction on the model rather than on data;
● That synthetic input data is validated by the source of the data, such that there is little need to
develop such error handling methods in-house.

4.1 Heat Demand
Partners involved: AIT, DTU, EDF, VITO, KIT
VITO:
The residential heat demand is one of several end user demand (other are e.g. lighting or cooking), which
is specified for each sector, in this case the residential sector.
The aggregated annual data for energy consumption of the residential sector in Belgium is based on
Eurostat 2014 data (the base year of the BE TIMES model) and disaggregated into the various residential
end use demands according to their respective product type consumption. For the annual residential heat
demand a bottom-up approach is applied. Data for heat demand (per square meter) for the average
Belgian building stock are extracted from statistics1 and allocated to building stock information2. In a
subsequent step the total annual residential heat demand for the base year and the aggregated residential
building stock are summed. Heating degree days data for Belgium were applied in a final step for
normalization purposes.
The data is further prepared as an input to the TIMES BE model with the Times Slice Tool, by selecting 10
representative days sub-divided into 2-hourly time intervals. Energy demand input in PJ provided per
‘milestone’ year (at a 5-year period interval). It is disaggregated into 2-hourly profiles of 10 representative
days based on 2014 daily and seasonal loads.
Annual demand projections till 2050 for residential heat demand are based on population projection up
to 2050, building stock (no. of buildings for each type) in 2014, including future development in terms of
demolishing and new-built and floor area per type of building.
EDF:
1
2

Source: FOD – Federal Belgium Government
Source: statbel - Belgian statistical office
13
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The input data for heat consumption of one building requires a hourly profile. For each building type
(single-family, multi-residential, tertiary building) a synthetic hourly normalized profile is used. These
profiles are multiplied by the numbers of each type and by their yearly levels of demand to calculate the
consumed energy for each time slice. Afterwards, the time-slice consumptions for each type are summed
to calculate the hourly energy demand for the whole district.
KIT:
The measured time series from our energy management system for district heating demands and the
electrical demand in the office are usually on a 15-min basis and have to be interpolated in case a higher
resolution than 15-min is needed. To do so, linear or spline interpolation is used.
AIT:
The heat demand profiles of buildings used in AIT‘s test cases are computed using a physical model of a
building. This model captures the behaviour of a building based on weather data, building parameters and
internal gains. The weather data is extracted from historical records. The building parameters are based
on assumptions on building stock present in the system under study. Synthetic occupancy profiles are
used to model internal gains in the building. Heat demand profiles are the result of a time-continuous
simulation of the building model and can computed in an automated fashion.

DTU:
Publicly available data from the BBR register3 is combined with specific heating consumption data
according to the building code used in their construction, to yield a yearly total heat consumption per
building. The total heat demand per building is then distributed on each day of the year according to the
heating degree days on each day, as derived from hourly temperature measurements. Finally, day curves
compiled from the residential houses in SYSLAB are used to distribute the daily heating demand into tensecond intervals. These day curves are compiled for each month separately and are, within each month,
distributed randomly between buildings according to the day of the week.

4.2 Electricity demand
Partners involved: DTU, EDF, KIT, VITO
VITO:
Electricity demand is an endogenous response of the TIMES BE model, deriving as a sum of the electrical
demand required for satisfying certain needs, e.g. residential lighting or cooking. The electrical demand
required to satisfy each of these needs depend on the technologies which the model chooses to invest in,
with each technology having different relations between the amount of, e.g., lighting demand satisfied
and the required electrical energy. The underlying demand profiles for the various needs are derived in a
similar way to the heat demand profiles described above.
EDF:
The input data for the electricity consumption are calculated on the same way like for heat demand, based
on a synthetic profile per building class with a hourly time-slice, summed up to yield the energy demand
for the entire district.
DTU:
Measured demand profiles per building at a high temporal resolution is classified as personally identifiable
data, and thus not shareable. Instead, publically available data from the BBR register is combined with
specific electrical consumption data from Energinet, the danish TSO, to yield a yearly average
consumption per building. These are then scaled via hourly consumption profiles from Energinet, and
subsequently linearly interpolated down to the required temporal resolution. Each building is randomly
3

Bygnings- og Boligregisteret: The building and residential registry.
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assigned a set of consumption profiles according to the use of the building. Consumption profiles are
further divided between weekdays and weekends/holidays, and selected according to the date.
KIT:
The measured time series from the energy management system for electrical demand in the office are
usually on a 15-min basis and have to be interpolated in case a higher resolution than 15-min is needed.
To do so, linear or spline interpolation is used. Regarding the electricity consumption in the factory, the
sampling time of the measurement is 5 second. The sample of the power is considered to be the average
power demand during the 5 second. Time series of expected future electricity demand are further
modeled through the user occupancy time series described in Section 4.5.

4.3 Solar photovoltaic and thermal production
Partners involved: EDF, VITO
VITO:
As input an historical hourly generation profile from the Netherlands (2013) was used as a base. The values
are converted to hourly fractions of total annual generation, i.e. the model input is production relative to
installed capacity. Based on Eurostat annual data for Belgium 2014 an artificial hourly generation for
Belgium is calculated. The profile is assumed consistent for each future year of the model horizon (till
2050).
The data is further prepared as an input to the TIMES BE model with the Times Slice Tool, by selecting 10
representative days sub-divided into 2-hourly time intervals. The TIME Slice Tool is not integrated in the
TIMES BE model, but a self-standing MILP model for selecting representative days which considers static
aspects, dynamic aspects and aspects related to correlation.
Both the 2-hourly fraction of PV generation and the total annual generation in the base year (2014) are
implemented in the model. The model then selects for each future year the investment into various
photovoltaic and solar thermal technologies, whose installed capacities subsequently determine the
production in MWh/h.
EDF:
The open source data for solar irradiation on a hourly base are normalized and directly used for modeling
the PV electricity production per hour, as well as for the heat production, i.e. thermal waste, model of
greenhouses. Conversion from irradiation to available electrical power uses standard solar panel models,
with orientations determined by building roof type and orientation. The thermal waste of the greenhouse
is based on ambient temperature with approximate energy balance model for each greenhouse’s thermal
needs. To do so, linear or spline interpolation is used.

4.4 Temperature
Partners involved: DTU, KIT
KIT:
The measured time series from the energy management system for the weather data which includes the
air temperature and solar irradiation data in the office are usually on a 15-min basis and have to be
interpolated in case a higher resolution is needed.
Ground and ground water temperatures are obtained from publicly available average temperature
profiles for south-western Germany and are finally refined by linear or quadratic spline interpolation
respectively.

DTU:
Though the simulation task requires data at the 10-second timescale, measurements are available with at
best 15 minute precision. To bridge this gap, linear interpolation is used between measurement points to
15
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produce a high-resolution time series. Any deviations from the true temperature is not expected to greatly
impact results, as heating systems typically come with large inertia. E.g. for buildings, this timescale is
typically on the order of hours [1]. Thus, it is not necessary to resolve features at timescales faster than
this inertial timescale, and a linear interpolation is sufficient.
4.5 User presence
Partners involved: KIT
KIT:
For the user occupancy there exist no such measurements of the current occupancy per floor. Instead,
statistical information for the arrival time and the present time is available, as obtained from surveys and
indicated by the electricity consumption time series. These surveys and consumption time series serve as
a basis for deriving parameters for the underlying random variables such as expected value and variance
for arrival and present times. To obtain a time series for the induced electricity demand, for each person,
one realization of the beforehand parametrized random variable is computed and multiplied by an
average power consumption for their computer and the lighting in the office. These realizations are added
up which results in a time series for power consumption from turning on computers and the office lighting.
The number of people and the average electricity consumption for the lighting and computers are
provided as input data to this procedure.
Bibliography
[1] Milo E. Hoffman, Moshe Feldman, Calculation of the thermal response of buildings by the total thermal time
constant method, Building and Environment, Volume 16, Issue 2, 1981, Pages 71-85.
[2] K. Heussen et al., D-NA5.1 Smart Grid configuration validation scenario description method, ERIGrid deliverable,
2017.
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Appendix
A.1 Pre-survey document
The document sent to partners as a part of the pre-survey follows on the next page.

SmiLES D3.4 Pre-survey
This document serves as an initial survey for deliverable D3.4. Each partner is asked to fill in the table
under the bottom-most section for one test objective and system configuration. This input will then be
used to make a final survey, which will outline existing methods among partners, and highlight potential
needs in defining test cases.

D3.4 Overview and summary
The purpose of D3.4 is to collect partner experience with data synthesis to compile best practices for data
synthesis at different scales for different units. Data synthesis is any procedure that provides data when
data or measurements do not exist at the scale and resolution required for the test case in question.
Data synthesis procedures may be split according to their purpose, which field they concern, their
required spatio-temporal extent, and the aspects of the signal which they cover.

Purpose of the synthesis procedure
There are 4 typical tasks for which a synthesis procedure can be used:
● Synthesize: Generate output based on certain inputs or first principles
● Obfuscate: Anonymize inputs to conform with NDAs or regulations on personally identifiable data
● Disaggregate: Split aggregated signal into component parts
● Interpolate: Take signals at low spatio-temporal resolution and output a higher-resolution version
of the signal
Methods for each of these purposes differ in what the required input data is pursuant to the intended
outcome of the synthesis procedure.

Fields
The field is the type of data that the procedure will be synthesizing.
Examples
Wind infeed

Price of heat

Solar PV infeed

Price of fuels

Solar thermal power

CO2 targets

Demand, electric

Ambient temperature

Demand, heat

Wind speed

Price of electricity
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Time scales
Examples
Inter-yearly

Hourly

Seasonal

Minute

Synoptic

Second

Weekly

Sub-second

Daily
These time scales can be both the resolution of the signal, and the period which the signal must cover.
For specific test cases, there is typically a minimal time span for which data generation is aimed. Even
though in practice the method may be used to generate, e.g., a week's worth of data, the same method
can be used to synthesize data for shorter or longer time spans. The shortest time span which makes
sense under the test objective should be given.

Spatial scales
Examples
Country

House

Region

Unit

City

Kilometer

District

Meter

"Spatial" here is to be understood broadly, and can be characterized both in terms of distance (e.g.
gridded data) and the level of aggregation of the signal (e.g. district).
Both the resolution of the signal (Data provided aggregated to the level of X) or the coverage level (Data
provided for each of X) can be characterized by a spatial scale.

Features of the synthesized signal
Suppose that a signal x(t) is a power output of some component.
Then features of x which a synthesis method could seek to represent are:
●

Power x(t) (Uncoupled in time)

●

Energy ∫

●

Ramp 𝑑𝑡 (𝑡) (Changes from timestep to timestep)

●

Flows 𝛻𝑥(𝑡) (Spatial inhomogeneity)

𝑥(𝑡)𝑑𝑡 (Longer-term energy balance)

𝑑𝑥

Each of these properties are to be understood in a statistical sense. That is, e.g., preserving power means
the distribution p(x) of powers (for the relevant timesteps and over the relevant interval) is targeted by
the method.
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EX1: Taking a time series y(t) and shuffling the order of time steps, would yield a new time series which
preserves power characteristics of y(t), but not energy or ramp characteristics.
EX2: Suppose one measures the energy consumption 𝑦𝑖 (𝑡) of several houses 𝑖, and then assign to each
house the average energy consumption of these houses, i.e. house j gets the energy consumption 𝑦𝑗 (𝑡) =
∑𝑖

𝑦𝑖

(𝑡)

𝐼 ∨.

This new signal preserves the power, energy and ramp characteristics of the overall energy consumption,
but not for each house individually, and does not represent net flows of energy between the houses, as
any inhomogeneity is not preserved by the synthesis procedure.
EX3: Given a time series of consumption for a city, 𝑦(𝑡), suppose we form the conditional probability
𝑃(𝑦(𝑡 + 1) ∨ 𝑦(𝑡)) of seeing the power 𝑦(𝑡 + 1) given that in the previous timestep, we saw the power
𝑦(𝑡).
We can use this to generate a synthetic demand time series 𝑦 (𝑡), which will preserve the distribution
of powers and ramps, but not the energy content.
For example, given a consumption pattern which is high during the day and low during night, we might
generate a synthetic time series which goes low → medium → low.
This synthetic time series does not preserve the energy content of the signal, as a storage would no longer
charge during the day and discharge during the night.

Examples of filling in the form

Below are a series of tests which one may wish to apply to the test system above. This system consists of
two photovoltaic panels at buses 1 and 2, a storage device at bus 3 and a load and grid connection at bus
4. Since the plant is not yet installed, the generation of each solar photovoltaic panel will have to be
synthesized.
For each Test, minimal details are given about the system configuration together with a test objective.
Depending on this test objective, the requirements for the synthesis procedure change.

Test 1
PV1 is a 20kW array, PV2 is an 18kW array. The rated capacity of the line from bus 1 to bus 2 is 10kW.
Test objective: Validate that the installed capacity of the line from bus 1 to bus 2 is sufficient.
Most important features of PV signal: Difference in production level between PV1 and PV2 (Gives rise to
flows on the line.)
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Physical process that is crucial to capture: Changing cloud cover, which can cause PV1 to be in shadow,
and PV2 to be in full sunshine.
Necessary time resolution: 1 second
Necessary time extent: 10 minute segment(s) from single day with high solar irradiance and varying cloud
cover.
Necessary spatial scale: A signal for each panel must be generated, which must capture the effect of a
cloud covering one panel, and then the other.
Important features to keep in the signal: Power, Ramp, Spatial

Test 2
Suppose the battery has rated capacity of 10kW, and rated energy of 1kWh.
Test objective: Characterize the ability of a battery controller to smoothen out the delivery profile of the
solar panels, as measured through the flow on the cable from bus 3 to bus 4.
Most important features of PV signal: Short term ramps in sum of production from PV1 and PV2.
Physical process that is crucial to capture: On a sunny day, a cloud passes over both panels simultaneously.
Necessary time resolution: 1 second
Necessary time extent: 10 minute segment(s) from single day with high solar irradiance and varying cloud
cover.
Necessary spatial scale: A single time series can be applied to both panels, scaled according to their rated
capacity.
Important features to keep in the signal: Power, Ramp, Energy (<1min)

Test 3
Suppose the battery has rated capacity of 10kW, and rated energy of 60kWh.
Test objective: Characterize the degree of self-consumption which the battery is able to provide during a
summer week, as measured by the necessary energy draw from the grid.
Most important features of PV signal: Changes in production over the daily cycle.
Physical process that is crucial to capture: Sunrise and sunset, potentially cloud cover
Necessary time resolution: 10 minutes
Necessary time extent: 7 days, including days of high cloud cover.
Necessary spatial scale: A single time series can be applied to both panels, scaled according to their rated
capacity.
Important features to keep in the signal: Power, Energy (Daily, 1h)

Test 4
Suppose the battery has rated capacity of 10kW, a rated energy of 1MWh, and that peak load never
exceeds 8kW. Assume operational stability of the islanded system has been established by a previous test.
Test objective: Characterize the amount of time that the system can operate in islanded mode, where the
grid connection to bus 4 is cut.
Most important features of PV signal: Daily energy production.
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Physical process that is crucial to capture: Variation in production over weekly and seasonal scale.
Necessary time resolution: 1 hour
Necessary time extent: 1 year
Necessary spatial scale: A single time series can be applied to both panels, scaled according to their rated
capacity.
Important features to keep in the signal: Energy (Daily, seasonal)

D3.4 Pre-Survey Form
Partner
System Configuration
Use case
Test objective

Describe in a few sentences the test you want to do.

Unit(s) needing input data

Ex: PV inverter, substation connecting to MV grid,
space heater

Time series parameters

Ex: Solar irradiation [W], Voltage magnitude [V],
Thermostat setting in room [a.u.]

Purpose of method

Synthesize, Obfuscate, Disaggregate, Interpolate

Main physical process underlying data
relevant to simulation use

Ex: Cloud cover, seasonal trends, user preferences,
driving patterns, power flow

Necessary time resolution

Ex: 1 second, 10 minutes

Necessary time extent

Ex: 1 day, 1 year, should be minimal applicable

Necessary spatial resolution

Ex: 100x100m, per PV unit, district aggregate

Necessary spatial extent

Ex: city wide (50km²), nationwide, should be minimal
applicable

Important features to keep in the
signal(s)

At least one of Power, Ramp, Energy, Flows.
Ex: Preserve yearly distribution, ensure day-night cycle
is preserved

Partner proficiency

Briefly indicate your proficiency with synthesizing in the
domain above; I.e., do you have an established toolchain
to synthesize signals, or is it something that could be
beneficial to get input from other partners on?
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A.2 Pre-survey results
Note: As DTU is leading this work package, and the aim of this pre-survey is mainly to check partner
understanding, a form from DTU does not appear below.

EIFER
Partner

EIFER

System Configuration

COLLECTOPIA

Use case

Design the local multi energy system

Test objective

Characterize the (additional) costs of the local multi
energy district system to decrease CO2 emissions (by
using local renewable resources and underground heat
storage)

Unit(s) needing input data

Electricity and heat demand;
PV, Greenhouse

Time series parameters

Solar irradiation, Electricity & Heat Demand

Purpose of method

Synthesize

Main physical process underlying data
relevant to simulation use

All on seasonal level:
Variation of solar irradiation, ambient temperature,
seasonal demands,

Necessary time resolution

Daily - monthly - yearly

Necessary time extent

One year minimum

Necessary spatial resolution

Household/building level

Necessary spatial extent

District level

Important features to keep in the
signal(s)

Energy
At least yearly variation

Partner proficiency

established toolchain

AIT
Partner

AIT

System Configuration

Smartdorf: fictional village with a structure typical for
rural Austria.

Use case

Heat for electricity:
reduce stress on electrical distribution grid
through operation of batteries and heat pumps
reduce CO2 emissions and primary energy use
in district heating grid

Test objective

Validate proposed energy management scheme (smart
controller):
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verify that network constraints (thermal &
electrical) are fulfilled during operation
reduce fuel consumption of local heating plant
(compared to base case)
Unit(s) needing input data

buildings
PV modules

Time series parameters

thermal demand [W]
electrical demand [W]
PV generation [W]

Purpose of method

Synthesize/disaggregate demand profiles for each
individual building, based on available synthetic profiles
(which are typically aggregated from a large number of
profiles).

Main physical process underlying data
relevant to simulation use

Variation of thermal and electrical demand profiles

Necessary time resolution

1 minute

Necessary time extent

1-2 weeks

Necessary spatial resolution

for each individual building

Necessary spatial extent

all buildings of the village

Important features to keep in the
signal(s)

The statistical features of the resulting individual
demand profiles have to be consistent with the
synthetic profiles.

Partner proficiency

We have access to synthetic profiles (thermal and
electrical), but only little experience in
synthesizing/disaggregating them.

KIT-IAI
Partner

KIT-IAI

System Configuration

Flexoffice

Use case

Minimize heating, cooling and electrical energy
consumption via Model Predictive Control

Test objective

Minimize fluctuation in energy consumption from
electricity grid or district heating; minimize energy
consumption

Unit(s) needing input data

heat pump power, hot water buffer in/outflux, district
heating influx

Time series parameters

solar irradiation [W/m^2]:
outdoor temperature [K]:
ground temperature [K]:
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wind speed [m/s]:
electricity consumption [W]:

interpolate (linear)
interpolate (linear)
disaggregate
(according to number of room occupants)
district heating influx [W]:
interpolate (linear)
user behavior [presence times]:
synthesize
obfuscate
humidity [%]:
interpolate (linear)
ambient temperatures [K]:
interpolate (linear)
Purpose of method

See above

Main physical process underlying data
relevant to simulation use

electricity consumption and district heating flux: user
behavior, weather and seasonal effects
user behavior: user preferences
ambient temperatures: seasonal effects and user
preferences
all other: weather and seasonal effects

Necessary time resolution

1-15 minutes
(after preprocessing all time series have to have the
same time resolution).

Necessary time extent

1 year

Necessary spatial resolution

At least one temperature measurement/estimation per
story for ambient temperatures, not applicable to all
other time series

Necessary spatial extent

One building

Important features to keep in the
signal(s)

Preserve behavior pattern for users, in all other cases
the energy and ramps should be preserved

Partner proficiency

Not established yet

EDF
Partner

EDF\TREE

System Configuration

Collectopia

Use case

Timescales of optimum collective self-supply

Test objective

For an urban quartier with only single-family houses,
design the optimum technology mix (includes seasonal
storage) to supply the area, which minimizes the CO2
emissions

Unit(s) needing input data

Energy needs for space heating, DHW, electricity
PV & PV/T collectors

Time series parameters

Solar irradiation [W]
Energy needs [W]
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Purpose of method

Synthesize

Main physical process underlying data
relevant to simulation use

Weather influence, user profiles

Necessary time resolution

1h

Necessary time extent

1year

Necessary spatial resolution

district aggregate (tbd)

Necessary spatial extent

district (15 ha)

Important features to keep in the
signal(s)

Power (kWh/h), Energy
Preserve yearly distribution, ensure day-night and
seasonal cycles are preserved

Partner proficiency

No toolchain available
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A.3 Main survey template
The main survey template follows on this page.

SmiLES D3.4 Survey
This document contains the survey for deliverable D3.4. Each partner is asked to fill in the table under
the relevant section for each method used to generate data in applicable partner test cases.
When filling in the form below, please ensure that each form only addresses a single synthesis method;
if you apply, e.g., a method which outputs available photovoltaic production, and another which yields
domestic demand time series, these should be documented in two separate forms.
This input will be used in deliverable D3.4 to document partner data synthesis tasks.

D3.4 overview and summary
The purpose of D3.4 is to collect partner experience with data synthesis to compile best practices for data
synthesis at different scales for different units. Data synthesis is any procedure that provides data when
data or measurements do not exist at the scale and resolution required for the test case in question.
Data synthesis procedures may be split according to their purpose, which field they concern, their
required spatio-temporal extent, and the aspects of the signal which they cover.

D3.4 Survey Form
Partner
System Configuration
Use case
Test objective

Describe in a few sentences the test you want to do.

Unit(s) which the method supplies with
input data

Ex: PV inverter, substation connecting to MV grid,
space heater

Time series parameters

Ex: Solar irradiation [W], Voltage magnitude [V],
Thermostat setting in room [a.u.]

Purpose of method

Synthesize, Obfuscate, Disaggregate, Interpolate

Main physical process underlying data
relevant to simulation use

Ex: Cloud cover, seasonal trends, user preferences,
driving patterns, power flow

Necessary time resolution

Ex: 1 second, 10 minutes

Necessary time extent

Ex: 1 day, 1 year, should be minimal applicable

Necessary spatial resolution

Ex: 100x100m, per PV unit, district aggregate

Necessary spatial extent

Ex: city wide (50km²), nationwide, should be minimal
applicable

Important features to keep in the
signal(s)

At least one of Power, Ramp, Energy, Flows.
Ex: Preserve yearly distribution, ensure day-night cycle
is preserved
Note: Should be informed by the objective and physics
without reference to current toolchain
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Evaluation metrics

Which metrics are / what process is employed to
demonstrate that these features are preserved?

Partner proficiency

Briefly indicate your proficiency with synthesizing in
the domain above; I.e., do you have an established
toolchain to synthesize signals, or is it something that
could be beneficial to get input from other partners
on?
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A.4 Main survey results
Main survey results follow on this page.
Partner

AIT

System Configuration

Smartdorf

Use case

Heat for electricity:
reduce stress on electrical distribution
grid through operation of batteries and heat
pumps
reduce CO2 emissions and primary
energy use in district heating grid

Test objective

Validate proposed energy management scheme (smart
controller):
verify that network constraints
(thermal & electrical) are fulfilled during
operation
reduce fuel consumption of local
heating plant (compared to base case)

Unit(s) which the method supplies with
input data

buildings

Time series parameters

Heat load of building [W]

Purpose of method

Synthesize, Disaggregate

Main physical process underlying data
relevant to simulation use

Internal gains, thermal losses and controls of building

Necessary time resolution

~15 minutes

Necessary time extent

1-2 weeks

Necessary spatial resolution

for each individual building

Necessary spatial extent

all buildings of the village

Important features to keep in the
signal(s)

The annual heat demand in the synthesized time series
data of the building has to be close to the supposed
annual heat demand.

Evaluation metrics

Total annual heat demand [kWh]

Partner proficiency

We model and simulate the buildings taking into
account the building standard (i.e., thermal insulation),
location-specific parameters (e.g., temperatures and
solar irradiation) and potential controls (e.g.,
thermostats) in Modelica to derive time-series data for
the relevant time period.
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Partner

EDF

System Configuration

Collectopia

Use case

Timescales of optimum collective self-supply

Test objective

For an urban quartier, design the optimum technology
mix (includes seasonal storage) to supply the area. The
objective function can evolve depending on the
scenario under study.

Unit(s) which the method supplies with
input data

-

PV & PV/T collectors
Heat pumps

Time series parameters

-

Solar irradiation [W/m²]
Ambient temperature [°C]

Purpose of method

Interpolate from open data

Main physical process underlying data
relevant to simulation use

Weather influence

Necessary time resolution

1h

Necessary time extent

1year

Necessary spatial resolution

district aggregate

Necessary spatial extent

district (15 ha)

Important features to keep in the
signal(s)

Power, Energy
Preserve yearly distribution, ensure day-night and
seasonal cycles are preserved

Evaluation metrics

Visual verification

Partner proficiency

Linear interpolation from open data

Partner

EDF

System Configuration

Collectopia

Use case

Timescales of optimum collective self-supply

Test objective

For an urban quartier, design the optimum technology
mix (includes seasonal storage) to supply the area. The
objective function can evolve depending on the
scenario under study.

Unit(s) which the method supplies with
input data

Buildings (end-users)

Time series parameters

-

Thermal demand [W] [kg/s] [°C]
Electrical demand [W] [kg/s] [°C]
Thermal waste [W] [kg/s] [°C]
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Purpose of method

Synthesize

Main physical process underlying data
relevant to simulation use

User profile, weather influence

Necessary time resolution

1h

Necessary time extent

1year

Necessary spatial resolution

district aggregate

Necessary spatial extent

district (15 ha)

Important features to keep in the
signal(s)

Power, Energy
Preserve yearly distribution, ensure day-night and
seasonal cycles are preserved

Evaluation metrics

Visual verification

Partner proficiency

Synthesize (eg. from outside temperature, occupancy
etc.)

Partner

DTU

System Configuration

Nordhavn

Use case

Provide regulating power to the electrical transmission
network by controlling power-to-heat units

Test objective

Characterize flexibility potential of P2H for regulating
power

Unit(s) which the method supplies with
input data

Building blocks

Time series parameters

Electrical demand [kW]

Purpose of method

Synthesize

Main physical process underlying data
relevant to simulation use

User demands, installation activation

Necessary time resolution

10 seconds

Necessary time extent

1 day

Necessary spatial resolution

One per building

Necessary spatial extent

Entire quarter

Important features to keep in the
signal(s)

Power, ramps, energy (hourly balance), flows
(inhomogeneity in building electricity demands)

Evaluation metrics
Partner proficiency

No established toolchain
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Partner

DTU

System Configuration

Nordhavn

Use case

Provide regulating power to the electrical transmission
network by controlling power-to-heat units

Test objective

Characterize flexibility potential of P2H for regulating
power

Unit(s) which the method supplies with
input data

Building blocks

Time series parameters

Heat demand [kW]

Purpose of method

Synthesize

Main physical process underlying data
relevant to simulation use

User demands, building thermal exchange, secondaryside pump controller

Necessary time resolution

10 seconds

Necessary time extent

1 day

Necessary spatial resolution

One per building

Necessary spatial extent

Entire quarter

Important features to keep in the
signal(s)

Power, ramps, energy (hourly balance), flows
(inhomogeneity in building electricity demands)

Evaluation metrics
Partner proficiency

No established toolchain

Partner

DTU

System Configuration

Nordhavn

Use case

Provide regulating power to the electrical transmission
network by controlling power-to-heat units

Test objective

Characterize flexibility potential of P2H for regulating
power

Unit(s) which the method supplies with
input data

Heating market

Time series parameters

Avg. heat costs per hour [DKK/kWh]

Purpose of method

Synthesize

Main physical process underlying data
relevant to simulation use

Operation of varmelast (heat transmission system),
heating needs of rest of city

Necessary time resolution

1 hour
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Necessary time extent

1 day

Necessary spatial resolution

1 column

Necessary spatial extent

Entire quarter

Important features to keep in the
signal(s)

Power

Evaluation metrics
Partner proficiency

No established toolchain

Partner

DTU

System Configuration

Nordhavn

Use case

Provide regulating power to the electrical transmission
network by controlling power-to-heat units

Test objective

Characterize flexibility potential of P2H for regulating
power

Unit(s) which the method supplies with
input data

Surrounding environment

Time series parameters

Ambient temperature [K]
Sea temperature [K]

Purpose of method

Synthesize

Main physical process underlying data
relevant to simulation use

Day/night cycle, seasonal cycle

Necessary time resolution

10 seconds

Necessary time extent

1 day

Necessary spatial resolution

One per building

Necessary spatial extent

Entire quarter

Important features to keep in the
signal(s)

Energy (hourly, daily)

Evaluation metrics
Partner proficiency

No established toolchain

Partner

DTU

System Configuration

Nordhavn

Use case

Provide regulating power to the electrical transmission
network by controlling power-to-heat units
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Test objective

Characterize flexibility potential of P2H for regulating
power

Unit(s) which the method supplies with
input data

Aggregator

Time series parameters

Electrical Reserve Activation [MW]

Purpose of method

Synthesize

Main physical process underlying data
relevant to simulation use

Requirements for reserve activation in grid

Necessary time resolution

10 seconds

Necessary time extent

1 day

Necessary spatial resolution

One per building

Necessary spatial extent

Entire quarter

Important features to keep in the
signal(s)

Power, ramp, energy (hourly)

Evaluation metrics
Partner proficiency

No established toolchain

Partner

KIT

System Configuration

FlexOfffice + Factory

Use case

Minimize heating, cooling and electrical energy
consumption via Model Predictive Control

Test objective

Minimize fluctuation in energy consumption from
electricity grid or district heating; minimize energy
consumption

Unit(s) which the method supplies with
input data

MPC controller

Time series parameters

Ground temperature [K]:

Purpose of method

Synthesize

Main physical process underlying data
relevant to simulation use

Weather conditions (seasonal effects)

Necessary time resolution

1-15 min

Necessary time extent

1 year

Necessary spatial resolution

Only one point

Necessary spatial extent

Only one point
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Important features to keep in the
signal(s)

Preserver average local weather conditions

Evaluation metrics

Not defined yet

Partner proficiency

No established toolchain

Partner

KIT

System Configuration

FlexOfffice + Factory

Use case

Minimize heating, cooling and electrical energy
consumption via Model Predictive Control

Test objective

Minimize fluctuation in energy consumption from
electricity grid or district heating; minimize energy
consumption

Unit(s) which the method supplies with
input data

MPC controller

Time series parameters

Ambient temperatures [K]:

Purpose of method

Synthesize (measurements are available only for 3
months)

Main physical process underlying data
relevant to simulation use

Space heating configuration, user behavior and
weather conditions

Necessary time resolution

1-15 min

Necessary time extent

1 year

Necessary spatial resolution

At least one temperature measurement/estimation per
story

Necessary spatial extent

Office building + Factory

Important features to keep in the
signal(s)

Preserve average energy consumptions and ramps

Evaluation metrics

Not defined yet

Partner proficiency

No established toolchain

Partner

KIT

System Configuration

FlexOfffice + Factory

Use case

Minimize heating, cooling and electrical energy
consumption via Model Predictive Control

Test objective

Minimize fluctuation in energy consumption from
electricity grid or district heating; minimize energy
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consumption
Unit(s) which the method supplies with
input data

MPC controller

Time series parameters

user behavior [presence times and preferred indoor
temperatures]:

Purpose of method

Synthesize

Main physical process underlying data
relevant to simulation use

Personal user preferences, production times

Necessary time resolution

1-15 min

Necessary time extent

1 year

Necessary spatial resolution

“Average behavior” for each story + Factory Hall

Necessary spatial extent

Office building + Factory

Important features to keep in the
signal(s)

Preserve 8h working days and day-night cycle

Evaluation metrics

Not defined yet

Partner proficiency

No established toolchain

Partner

KIT

System Configuration

FlexOfffice + Factory

Use case

Minimize heating, cooling and electrical energy
consumption via Model Predictive Control

Test objective

Minimize fluctuation in energy consumption from
electricity grid or district heating; minimize energy
consumption

Unit(s) which the method supplies with
input data

MPC controller

Time series parameters

Power demand

Purpose of method

Synthesize

Main physical process underlying data
relevant to simulation use

Energy consumption for production.

Necessary time resolution

5 second

Necessary time extent

1 year

Necessary spatial resolution

At least one power measurement/estimation for each
electric appliance
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Necessary spatial extent

Office building + Factory

Important features to keep in the
signal(s)

Energy consumption

Evaluation metrics

Not defined yet

Partner proficiency

No established toolchain

Partner

KIT

System Configuration

FlexOfffice + Factory

Use case

Minimize heating, cooling and electrical energy
consumption via Model Predictive Control

Test objective

Minimize fluctuation in energy consumption from
electricity grid or district heating; minimize energy
consumption

Unit(s) which the method supplies with
input data

MPC controller

Time series parameters

State of Charge of the battery

Purpose of method

Synthesize

Main physical process underlying data
relevant to simulation use

Charging and discharging of the lithium ion battery

Necessary time resolution

5 second

Necessary time extent

1 year

Necessary spatial resolution

Electrical parameter measurement/estimation for each
cell.

Necessary spatial extent

Whole battery.

Important features to keep in the
signal(s)

Battery status.

Evaluation metrics

Not defined yet

Partner proficiency

No established toolchain

Example heating and cooking demand:
Partner

VITO

System Configuration

Belgium TIMES

Use case

Integrating optimized local multi-energy infrastructures
in a national scale energy system to allow the
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integration of a large share of renewable energy
sources (UC18)
Test objective

To be determined

Unit(s) which the method supplies with
input data

Energy demand per type of service per period. Energy
vector through which demand is met (e.g. electricity,
gas, other) is a model outcome.
Examples treated here:
Heat demand per type of households
Cooking demand per type of service building
Type of household: rural or urban, single or multi
apartment;
Type of service building: small, large.

Time series parameters

PJ

Purpose of method

Synthesize

Main physical process underlying data
relevant to simulation use

Energy demands are based on end-user consumption
(for heating and cooking, for instance)
Energy demand projection depends on:
Population projection up to 2050
Building stock (no. of buildings for each type) in
2014, including future development in terms of
demolishing and new-built
Floor area per type of building
Heating degree-days for normalization purposes
Unit energy consumption per service in 2014
(PJheat/m2 per type of household;
PJcooking/service building)

Necessary time resolution

Energy demand input in PJ provided per ‘milestone’
year (at a 5-year period interval). It is disaggregated
into 2-hourly profiles of 10 representative days based
on 2014 daily and seasonal loads.

Necessary time extent

Up to 2050, even when simulations have a shorter time
horizon (e.g. 2030).

Necessary spatial resolution

National (Belgium). No further geographical/regional
disaggregation.

Necessary spatial extent

National (Belgium).

Important features to keep in the
signal(s)

Energy flows feeding the demand per timeslice,
respecting seasonal and day-night variation in each
period.

Evaluation metrics

Data is validated with:
National energy balance data: average yearly
demands per sector for the calibration year (2014)
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Load profiles from the TSO
Partner proficiency

Proficiency with procedure as described above
No specific data synthesis tools available

Example renewable electricity generation:
Partner

VITO

System Configuration

Belgium TIMES

Use case

Integrating optimized local multi-energy infrastructures
in a national scale energy system to allow the
integration of a large share of renewable energy
sources (UC18)

Test objective

To be determined

Unit(s) which the method supplies with
input data

Electricity generated per technology: solar PV
(commercial and residential), onshore wind, offshore
wind.

Time series parameters

PJ

Purpose of method

Synthesize

Main physical process underlying data
relevant to simulation use

Electricity generation profiles are modelled
endogenously, but depend on:
Technology characteristics, e.g. capacity,
efficiencies;
Resource availability per season and per day, e.g.
wind speeds, hours of sunshine
Total technological potentials in Belgium: e.g. roof
area available for solar PV, land area available for
wind generation subject to wind quality
Cost curves that specify the monetary costs per
unit of generation capacity.

Necessary time resolution

Resource availability is based on seasonal and daynight availability (hourly) broken down into 2-hourly
profile of 10 representative days based on 2014 daily
and seasonal load.

Necessary time extent

Up to 2050 (in 5-year periods), even when simulations
have a shorter time horizon (e.g. 2030).

Necessary spatial resolution

National (Belgium). No geographical/regional
disaggregation.

Necessary spatial extent

National (Belgium).

Important features to keep in the
signal(s)

Energy flows (outputs) per timeslice, respecting season
and day-night variation in each period.
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Evaluation metrics

Data is validated with:
National energy balance data: average yearly
electricity generation per technology type for the
calibration year (2014)
Load profiles from the TSO

Partner proficiency

Proficiency with procedure as described above
No specific data synthesis tools available
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